Join us for our 42nd year of professional development in enrichment, talent development, & differentiation!

Confratute offers a VARIETY OF STRANDS that are intensive, week-long mini courses for IN-DEPTH training in:

- Differentiation & Curriculum Compacting
- Underachievement
- Curriculum Development
- Enrichment Pedagogy
- Cluster Grouping
- Enrichment Clusters
- Social Emotional Development
- Student Engagement and Executive Function Skills

The SEM or SCHOOLWIDE ENRICHMENT MODEL is the foundation of Confratute. The SEM enables teachers and administrators to make schools more engaging and enriching places for talent development. The SEM uses innovative ideas, enrichment and creativity opportunities, and gives Confratute participants the chance to network with others who have implemented the SEM.

KEYNOTES about relevant research and trends in regular and gifted education.

INVITED SPEAKERS who are authors and researchers such as Joseph Renzulli, Sally Reis, Susan Baum, Marcia Gentry, Sandra Kaplan, Jann Leppien, Rachel McAnallen, and Del Siegle.

SPECIAL TOPIC SESSIONS on a variety of topics such as creativity, thinking skills, underachievement, and more.

EVENING FORUM SESSIONS to help you to develop individual action plans for talent development and differentiation.

Renzulli Center for Creativity, Gifted Education, and Talent Development